
Teacher Preparation
This session seeks to enhance student essays via the use of introductory phrases. 
These make essays flow more easily by introducing subtopics and relating them to 
the general theme of the paragraph. The introductory phrases used in this lesson 
involve transitional phrases.

Transitional phrases serve as signs to alert readers that they are entering a new sub-
topic that supports the main topic sentence.

In order to choose a transition to connect the subtopics, it is necessary for students 
to establish the organizational relationship between them. To do so, answer “Which 
relationship connects my 3 subtopics?” Sample topics, subtopics, relationships and 
phrases include:

Sample Topic Sample  
Subtopics 

Organizational 
Relationship

Transitional 
Phrases

Causes of the 
American revolution

Tea Act, Quartering 
Act, Townshend Act 

Order of importance Most importantly, 
next in importance, 
finally,

Creating a law Committee, bill, law Time order First, second, finally

Summer vacation Grandma, amuse-
ment park, camp

More information To begin, addition-
ally, lastly

States Florida, Nebraska, 
Alaska

Compare/contrast Similarly, in con-
trast, on the other 
hand

Global warming Auto pollution, fac-
tory pollution, rising 
temperatures

Cause-and-effect Due to, as a result 
of, therefore

My best friend Empathetic, gener-
ous, sensitive

Example/evidence For example, to illus-
trate, for instance

When students choose the appropriate transition phrases (based on organizational 
relationship), this information is reviewed verbally, entered into the Graphic Orga-
nizer and used in an updated essay.
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SQ Write Executive Function Development
SQ Write specifically employs tools and methods that target and develop executive  
functions (Gioia, Isquith, Guy, Kenworthy, 2000) to improve writing.

Executive Function Definition Development with SQ Write
Inhibit control one’s own 

thoughts and actions
The Thought Organizer keeps students on a 
predetermined writing path and helps prevent 
rambling.

Shift think flexibly and 
move freely from 
one idea or activity 
to another

Self-questioning helps students to think flexibly.
The Thought Organizer identifies all the parts of 
the whole writing product, allowing students to 
move between ideas and activities without effort.

Emotional Control modulate emotional 
responses with 
rational thought

Self-questioning provides students with a 
simple process to develop thoughts so that they 
don’t become emotionally overwhelmed.

Initiate begin a task and 
independently 
generate ideas

Students easily generate ideas through  
self-questioning.
The Thought Organizer identifies all parts of the 
writing process so that students know how to 
begin composing sentences.
Verbal rehearsal makes writing easier because 
students already have a mental imprint of the 
essay.

Working Memory hold information 
in mind in order to 
complete a task

The Thought Organizer, Q Card, essay work-
sheets and Individualized Editing Booklet (IEB) 
provide students with visual records of their work, 
decreasing the load on working memory.

Planning/Organization grasp main ideas 
and manage current 
and future tasks

Self-questioning helps students identify and 
convey main ideas.
The Thought Organizer ensures that students 
manage workflow.

Organization of Materials impose order on 
work

The Student Workbook contains a folder to 
hold all materials and helps keep students 
organized.
The Q Card helps students effectively ask self- 
questions while the Thought Organizer and  
essay worksheets help them organize, resulting in 
answers and subsequent sentences and paragraphs.

Self-Monitoring check work and 
monitor one’s own 
performance

Verbal rehearsal provides students with  
auditory feedback to hear if sentences  
sound right.
Essay worksheets help ensure that students 
include all information needed in a detailed, 
complete essay.
The IEB is an authentic editing tool that enables 
students to easily record prior writing mechanical 
errors so that they can avoid repeating them.


